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Ansrnecr

The univariant reaction that defines the
maximum thermal stability of clinochrysotile,

SMgsSLOr(OH)o :
clinochrysotile

6MgrSiO, * MgaSi+Oro(OH)z * 9HrO,
forsterite talc vapor

has been bracketed with reversed experimen8. Mid-
points of the experimental brackets are located at 2
kbar,437 + lL"Ct 4 kbar,486:t 18oC;5 kbar, 504

material consisted of synthetic clinochrysotile, syn-
thetic forsterite * talc or a mixture of all three
phases. The reaction was consideied to be re-
versed if a 2OVo change in the intensities of X-ray
reflections (relative to a pattem of the starting
material) could be observed after the completion
of an experiment. Simultaneous correlation of
calorimetric data for a number of phases in the
system MgO-SiOgHgO, together with bracketing
data obtained in this study and for the reaction
chrysotile 1 brucite - 2 forsterite + 3H'O (Iohan-
nes 1968), are used to evaluate free energy, entropy
and heat capacity for clinochrysotile, talc, forsterite
and brucite.

Ke,ywords: chrysotile, asbestos, thermodynamic
parameters.

SorvruernB

I-a r6action univariante qui d6termine la stabi-
lit6 thermique maximum du clinochrysotile,

5MggSLOa(OH), :
clinochrysotile

6MgrSiOn * MggSirOro(OH), + gHrO
forst6rite talc vapeur

a 6t6 encadr6e au moyen d'exp6riences renvers6es.
Les points centraux des fourchettes expdrimentales
sont situes I 2 kbar: 437 ! 12"C,4 kbar: 486 '+

18oC, 5 kbar: 504 -F 13oC, 6.5 kbar: 524 L,
18oC. Ir mat6riau de ddpart 6tait du clinochry-
sotile synth6tique ou de la forst6rite synth6tique
et du talc ou un m6lange de ces trois phases. On
considbre que la r6action est renvers6e s'il se pro-
duit un changement de 2OVo dans fintensit6 des
raies de diffraction X des phases dans le produit
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par rapport au diagf,ammo de d6part. Ia corr6la-
tion simultande des donn6es calorim6triques de plu-
sieurs phases du systbme MgO-SiO*-HrO ahsi
que des donn6es exp6rimentales provenant de gette
&ude et de celle de Johannes (1968) sur tfuui-
libre chrysotile * brucite = 2 forst6rite + 3HrO
permettent d'6valuer l'6nergie libre, I'entropie- et la
capacit6 calorifique du clinochrysotile, du talc, de
la fors€rite et de la brucite.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: chrysotile, asbeste, paramdtres thermo-
dynamiques.

INtnoPuctloN

Since the pioneering study of phase equilibria
in the system MgO-SiOs-H"O by Bowen &
Tuttle (1949), numerous workers (Yoder 1952,
1967, Pistorius 1963, Kitahara et al. 1966,
Johannes 1968, Scarfe & Wyllie 1967, Hemley
et a\.1977) have reinvestigated the stabilities of
chrysotile and chrysotile + brucite, which were
thought to be defined by the reactions

SMggSizO;(OH)n :
chrysotile

6MgzSiOn * MgaSieOro(OH), * gHrO. . . . . (1)
forsterite talc vapor

and

MgaSizOo(OH)e * Mg(OH), :
chrysotile brucite

2MgzS iOa  +  3HrO . . . . . . ( 2 )
forsterite vapor

These reactions were studied at water pressures
ranging from 0.5 to 60 kbar. However, only the
phase boundaries determined by Scarfe & Wyllie
(1967), Johannes (1968) and Hemley er al.
(1977\ were reversed. On the basis of recent
experimental data for antigorite (Johannes
1975) and careful analysis of mineral compati-
bilities found in metamorphosed serpentinites,
Evans e, al. (1976) suggested that reactions
(l) and (2) are metastable; they argued con-
vincingly that these reactions should be written
with antigorite rather than chrysotile as the
stable serpentine. On the basis of thermo-
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dynamic calculations, Delany & Helgeson
(1978) suggested that pure Mg-chrysotile is
metastable at aU temperatures and pressures.
It is, however, clear that chrysotile of unspeci-
fied composition does have a stability field
because it has been observed to form directly
from antigorite @vans et al. 1976 and refer-
ences cited therein, Wicks & Plant 1979). Al-
though it is beyond the scope of this paper
to speculate on the role that variable Fez+,
Fe8+, Al and Cr contents play in determining
the thermal stability of chrysotile, it is im-
portant to note that the compositional fields of
chrysotile, lizardite and antigorite overlap (Wicks
& Plant L979). It is reasonable, therefore, to
consider that chrysotile solid solutions may very
well coexist stably with lizardite and antigorite
solid solutions over a finite and, perhaps,
rather wide temperature interval (Caruso &
Chernosky 1979).

As part of a broader investigation of ser-
pentine stability, the dehydration curve for cli-
nochrysotile MgeSi'Os(OH)a, represented by re-
action ( 1), was determined at water pressures
up to 7 kbar. Although reaction (1) is probably
metastable, the experimental data allow us to
place constraints on the thermodynamic pro-
perties of phases involved in this reaction.

Preliminary results of this investigation were
reported orally (Chernosky 1973) and are
superseded by the data presented in this paper.

Exprnnurxter MsrHons

Starrtng materials

Mixtures having the bulk compositions 2MgO.
SiO,, 3MgO.4SiOg and 3MgO.2SiO: were pre-
pared by drying, weighing and mixing appro-
priate proportions of MgO (Fisher,lot787699)
and SiOr glass (Corning lump cullet 794O, lot
62221). SiOa glass and MgO were fired at
l0OOoC for two hours to drive off adsorbed
water. Forsterite, talc and clinochrysotile were
hydrothermally synthesized from the oxide
mixes. Purity and crystallinity of the synthetic
phases were confirmed by examination with a
petrographic microscope and X-ray diffraction;
chrysotile was examined with a TBM.

Starting materials used for the experiments
consisted of pure clinochrysotile, a mixture of
talc, forsterite and clinochrysotile synthesized
simultaneously from a starting material having
the composition 3MgO.2SiOg, or a miiture of
all three phases, each of which was synthesized
separately. The latter starting material was pre-
pared by mixing clinochrysotile with stoichio-
metric proportions of talc and forsterite and

grinding for half an hour to ensure homogeneity.
Charges were prepared by sealing approximately
10 mg ol starting material together with excess
distilled, deionized water in l.25-cm-long gold
or platinum capsules.

Procedure

Experiments were performed using coDven-
tional cold-seal hydrothermal equipment at the
Geophysical Laboratory, at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and at the University
of Maine at Orono; experiments performed in
these laboratories are identified in Table 1 bv
the letters, g, t and m, respectively.

Experiments at the Geophysical Laboratory
were conducted in 25.4-cm-long, vertically
mounted test-tube bombs. Temperatures were
regulated with on-off-type controllers. The emf
across unsheathed chromel-alumel thermo-
couples, which were replaced after each exper-
iment, was measured with a calibrated multi-
point recorder. The temperatures reported are
probably accurate to within I 10oC of the
stated value. Pressures \f,ere measured with a
25.4 cm bourdon-tube gauge and are probably
accurate to ! 2/o of the stated value.

Experiments at MIT and at the Univenity
of Maine were conducted in 30.5-cm-long,
horizontally mounted test-tube bombs. Pressures
were measured with factory-calibrated 40.6 cm
Heise gauges. In order to conserve valve stems

TABLE 1. EIPERIFIEIITS BnAC(ETING IrE RIACTI0N 5C . 6F + T + 9H,0

t Pnn Dunttm
(.c) (kolr) (houE)

Ertont of
R€actlon

Experlmt
nl@r R€suIts

55ro 409(3)
5to 427(5)

321t 399(7)

445(7)
462(7)
476(7)
474(7)
497(7)

46500)
480O0)
4e6(5)
5il (6)

500(10) 6.9

c(-)F(+)T(+)
c(-)F(+)T(+)

c(a)F(-)rG)

c(+)F( - ) r ( - )
c (+)F( - ) r ( - )
c(+)F(-)r(-)
c(-)F(+)r(?)
c ( - )F(+)T(?)

c(a)r(-)rG)

l l
T

ld

c(+)F( - )TG)
c(+)F(-)r(-)
c(+)r(-)T(-)
c (+)F( - )T( - )
c(-)F(+)r(+)

c (+)F( - )T( - )
c(+)F(-)r(-)
c(+)r(-)r(-)
c(-)F(+)I(+)

c(+)F(-)r(-)
c(+)F(-)T(-)
c(-)F(+)T(+)

l512
19B2
1400
2522
1572

1512
39A)
2SU
l5I2
5066
't152
'l.l28
7824
5090

t340
nq
1680

7U

'1 .0

2 .0
2 .0
2 .0
2 . 0
2 .0

4 .0
4 .0
4 .0
4 .0
4.0

5.0
5 .0
5 .0
5 .0

6888
5328

t r75

4g9Q
sos(g
53ri(6

u7l
2891
212t
2a7t
2t5t

29at
5 I D

4489
4479
540
490

4h
4&
4h

42217
431(7
431 (7
442(7
458(7

Grcrth or dldinutlon of a phass ls lndlat€d by I (+) or (-),
respetlvely. SJdols S, tt, and f are qualltatlre Gtlmtas of the
extqt of Hctld ohd rprsqt g@tor thar 75 p€rcent, 75 to 25 psr-
@nt, and loss than 25 porent, resp€ctlvely. All ass@blaqos lnclude
HZo. Starllng @tqrlals for oeerl@ts 2l5t and Z€7t caEist€d of
chrysot l le (C),  st l r t ln9 mt€rtal  for ZtZt@ntl lnedchnEofi le i ld a
tra@ of foEterltei oll other startlnq utorlals contalned chmotlle.
foEterlts (F), and talc (T). Erperl@ts rere Frfor€d ot ths Ceo-'
physlol Laborabry (S), at mf (t), ana at the Unlv€re|ry of ihtre (E).
S@ tert for dlscEslon of tdDenture uncertalnty.
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and packings, pressures were monitored care-
fully at the initiation of each experiment to
guard against possible leaks, and were then
monitored on a weekly or biweekly basis. Minor
fluctuations in pressure resulting from tempera-
ture drift did occur; however, experiments that
suffered pressure drops of greatef than 50 bars
were discarded. Pressures are believed to be
accurate 1s lryithin '+ LVo of the stated values.
Errors in reported temperatures that were due
to temperature gradients across the sample-
containing capsules and to inaccurately cali-
brated thermocouples were evaluated. Tempera-
ture gradients in the pressure vessels were measr-
ured at room pressure and found to be less
than l"C over a working distance of 3.0 cm.
Because the sample capsules were 1.25 cm long,
errors arising from temperatures gradients in
the pressure vessels were assumed to be negli-
gible. Temperature measurements in both labora-
tories were made using sheathed, chromel-alumel
thermocouples, each of which was calibrated
against a previously standardized thermocouple
in order to ensure internal consistency among
expefiments performed in different pressure
vessels. For experiments performed at the Uni-
versity of Maine, the temperature calibration
for each shielded thermocouple was checked
after every experiment, whereas this procedure
was not followed for experiments performed
earlier at MIT. Consequently, errors in the re-
ported temperatures foi experiments conducted
at MIT are estimated to be -+ 7oC, whereas
errors for experiments performed at the Uni-
versity of Maine are reported as :t 2 standard
deviations about the mean temperature and re-
present error due solely to temperature drift.

Owing to sluggish reaction rates at tempera-
tures and pressures close to the phase boundary,
complete reaction was never obtained. Deter-
mination of reaction direction at a given tem-
perature and pressure ryas based on a com-
parison of an X-ray-diffraction pattern of an
experimental product with a pattern of the
starting material over the interval 5 to 4Oo
(C\Kc radiation). The 002, O20 and 006 re-
flections of talc and all of the forsterite reflec-
tions within this interval were compared with
the 002 and 0M reflections of clinochrysotile
in order to judge direction of reaction. A re-
action was considered to be reversed if at least
2O% change in the intensities of X-ray re-
flections of an experimental product, relative
to tlose of the starting material could be ob-
served. Microscopic observation of the experi-
mental products did not reveal textural criteria
that sould be used to judge direction of re-
action.

Unit-cell par:rmeters for clinochrysotile were
obtained by refining a powder pattern obtained
with an LL.46 cm Debye-Scherrer camera. CaFr
(Baker Lot 91548, a 5.4620 -f 0.0m5 A)
standardized against gem diamond (a 3,567O3
A: Robie et al. 1967) was used as an internal
standard. The unit-cell parameters of clinochry-
sotile were refined using a computer program
written by Burnham (1962).

R.ssurts

Synthesis and characterization'of phases

Clinochrysotile MgaSiOs(OH)n is readily syn-
thesized from an oxide mix at temperatures and
pressures to the left of the dehydration curve
shown in Figure 1. Although the synthetic phase
is extremely fine-grained, observation with a
transmission electron-microscope revealed the
long, slender, hollow-tube morphology character-
istic of chrysotile. The powder pattern for
synthetic clinochrysotile published by Cher-
nosky (1975, Table 2) is representative of
the powder patterns of clinochrysotile encoun-
tered in the bracketing experiments. Unit-cell
parameters for clinochrysotile used in the
bracketing experiments are a 53A6(6), b 9,L74
(t2), c 14.650(8) A, B 93.34" and, V 7t2.t3
e.1T A8; the numbers in parentheses represent
the estimated standard deviation in terms of tho
least units cited for the value to their immediate
left. The uncertainties only represent precision
in measuring the X-ray reflections.

Chernosky (1975) observed that chrysotiles
synthesized 20 or 30oC below the phase bound-
ary (Fig. 1) are interspersed with 5-1O7o Mg-
lizardite. Hydrothermal treafinent (Chernosky
1975) of such a mixture at 4l3oC and P(HzO)
- 2 kbar produced t$Alo fibular serpentine,
suggesting that clinochrysotile is more stable
than pure Mg-lizardite at the sonditions of the
experiment. Care was taken to avoid using
chrysotile contaminated with lizardite for start-
ing material.

Forsterite MgSiOa was synthesized hydro-
thermally at 8@oC and P(HO) = 1 kbar in
experiments ranging from four days to two
weeks in duration. CYystals are fine grained
(0.009 mm) and anhedral. The position of the
130 reflection at d : 2.764 A coincides with
dso of synthetic forsterite (Fisher & Medaris
1969).

Talc MgSiaOro(OH), was synthesized hydro-
thermally at 68OoC, P(HO) - 2kbar in exper-
iments lasting from tlree days to three weeks.
Talc typically crystallized in aggregates of fine
grained (0.012 mm) plates. The unit-cell para-
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Frc. 1. Dehydration curye for the reaction 5C = 6F + T + 9H'O. SoUd
symbols represent growth of chrysotile; open symbls represeot groe'th
of the high+emperature assemblage. Size of symbols represents un-
c€rtainty in the measurement of temperature and pressure. Dashed curve
was calculated by Helgeson et al. (1978); dash-dot curve is based on
preliminaf,y data reported by Chernosky (1973); the solid curve was
calculated'(Table 4, run C) using the experimental data in Table I
and the thermochemical values in Tables 2 and 3.

meters agree with those of natural (PDF 13-
558) and synthetic talc (Forbes L969).

The reaction 5C - 6F + T + gHO

The upper thermal stabfity of clinochryso-
tile may be defined by the reaction clinochry-
sotile: forsterite * talc + vapor (reaction l).
Critical expcriments bracketing the position of
the dehydration curve for this reaction at Pa"ra
: P(HaO) are summarized in Table 1 and
plotted on Figure 1. &cause the bracket at

P(HO) - 2 kbar was established in part by
optical sremination of tle charge, it merits
additional discussion. Two experiments, 2l2t
and 2891, were used to establish the low tem-
perature end of the bracket at 431 !. 7"C.
After hydrothermal treatment, the small amount
of modal forsterite (- t%) present in the
starting material (talc was not observed but
was presumed to be preent) for experiment
2l2r had been.converted to clinochrysotile. The
result of experiment 289t, which was performed
with a starting material containing all tlree
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phases, confirtued the result of experiment 2'12t
Experiment 2871 was used to establish the high-
temperature end of the bracket at M2 t 7"C.
After hydrothermal treatment, the starting
material tbat contained only clinochrysotile had
been converted to clinochrysotile plus about
SVo modal forsterite; again, talc was not ob-
served in the products but was presumed to be
present.

The stability of chrysotile has also been in-
vestigated by Bowen & Tuttle (t949), Pistorius
(1963), Kirahara et aJ, (1966) and Yoder
(1967); however, the dehydration curves they
obtained lie as much as 70oC higber than the
curve determined in the present study. Rever-
sibility was not demonstrated by these investi-
gators; and their curves doubfless represent
metastable synthesis rather tban stability bound-
aries.

Reversibility is claimed in two recent investi-
gations (Scarfe & Wyllie 1967, Hemley et al.
1977) pertaining to the stability of chrysotile.
The data obtained during these two studies are
plotted on Figure I where they may be com-
pared with the data obtained in the present
study. Although the dehydration curve obtained
during tle present study lies at lower tempera-
tures than the curve of Scarfe and Wyllie and
the bracket of Hemley et al. at P(HO) = 1
kbar, the agreement among the three data sets
is remarkable considering that three very dif-
ferent experimental techniques were employed
to reverse this highly sluggish reaction. Although
the results of all three studies are reasonably
close, it is worthwhile to critically evaluate all
three data sets, because accurate location
of dehydration curyes in P{ space is required
for thermochemical calculations.

Scarfe & Wyllie (1967) did not identify the
serpentine mineral formed in their experiments.
However, experiments conducted on the same
composition MgeSiCIs(OH)r at similar pressurres
and temperatures during this study suggest that
it was clinochrysotile. Scarfe and Wyllie used
textural criteria (topotactic crystallization) to
determine that the back reaction had occurred;
they stated that 200 hours were required to
establish tle forward reaction, and @O hours
to establish the back reaction.

The discrepancy between the results obtained
in the present study and those of Scarfe and
Wyllie is probably due to the difficulty of
establishing the direction of reaction, although
the lack of adequate calibration of experimental
equipment may be a contributing factor. The
rezults obtained in the present study are judged
to be more reliable because the experiments
were conducted for periods of up to 6888 hours

in'calibratsd hydrether.rnal,apparatus4.Scarfe &
Wyllie (1967) did not discuss calibration of
their equipment.

Hemley et al. (1977) monitored phase
changes of the solids and compositions of the
aqueous solutions in equilibrium with the solids
to reverse the reactions

MgrSinO'o(OH), * SHrO :
talc

MgaSLOs(OH)o * 2HrSiOn
chrysotile

and

Mg'SiO,o(OH), * 4HrO :
talc

l.SMgaSiOa + 2.5H4SiOi
forsterite

at P(HO) - 1 kbar. The intersection of these
two reactions in log m(Si0r) versus 1/T space
yields the equilibrium temperature 435 ! 6"C
for the dehydration of chrysotile to forsterite
and talc at P(HzO) = I kbar (Fig. 1). The
bracket shown on Figure 1 was obtained using
synthetic phases; use of natural minerals in the
starting material resulted in a higber equilib-
rium temperaire (44I r- 6'C).

With natural mineral pairs as starting mate-
rials, both talc-chrysotile and talc-forsterite
equilibria were reversed by approaching the
equilibrium concentration of dissolved silica
from both directions. However, only two of the
four experiments using synthetic talc-chrysotile
pairs were reversals, and both of these ap-
proached the "equilibrium" concentration of
silica from the same direction. In other words,
only the high-temperature side of the synthetic
talc-chrysotile equilibrium was defined by re-
versed experiments. In addition to possible errors
due to lack of calibration [Hemley et aI. (1977)
did not mention calibration of their apparatusl,
it is conceivable that these workers did not
define the low-temperature side of the bracket
for experiments involving synthetic pairs. Hence,
the polybaric reversals for synthetic phases pre-
sented in this paper are deemed to be superior
to the 1 kbar reversal reported by Hemley
et al. (1977).

DtscussloN

T hermody namic considerations

Several sets of "internally consistenf' thermo-
dynamic parameters for chrysotile and related
minerals in the system MgG.SiOz-HO have
been proposed recently (Zen & Chernosky 1976,
Hemley et al. 1977, Helgeson et aI. 1978,Robie
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et al. 19781). The latter two compilations are
the most comprehensive, although there are
disagreements in the reported thermochemical
values for a number of minerals. For example,
the values of Gibbs free energy reported for
forsterite and talc differ by more than four and
twelve kilojoules, respectively. Discrepancies
arise because the compilation of Helgeson et al.
(1978) is based primarily on phase-equilibrium
measurements, whereas that of Robie er a/.
(1978) is based primarily on calorimetric meas-
urements.

Helgeson et al. (1978) used preliminary ex-
perimental data establishing the location of reac,
tion (1), 5C - 6F + T + 9H0, in P-T space
(Chernosky 1973) to calculate thermodynamic
properties for chrysotile. These authors noted a
discrepancy between their calculated thermo-
dynamic parameters for chrysotile and the ex-
perimental data of Johannes (1968) for reaction
(2), C * B = 2F + 3HrO. They suggested

TIELE ?. SOURCES OF ruo,[[HEIitICAT DATA FOR REFERFICE PMSES
I,SED IN IT|[ ETAIIATION

phas citrl s"(zge), d(zga), el(zge)

!a (lder sas) 1 2

0z (i&al gas) | z

sl-(crysbl, l lquld) 1 2

rts
HZo (gas)

Sl0Z (a- ud B-g@rtz)

r@

4

2,5

2

that the discrepancy arose because "Johannes'
experimental reactants and products were not
comparable to those in Chernosky's experi-
ments". Ilence, it is appropriale to re-evaluate
the thermodynamic values for chrysotile, for-
sterite, talc and brucite in the light of the new
experimental data presented in this paper.

The computer prograrn PHAS 20 (Haas
1974) was used to simultaneously evaluate and
correlate a large body of calorimetric data for
selected phases in the system MgO-SiOs-HaO
(Tables 2, 3) wrth phase-equilibrium data for
reactions (1) and (2). Descriptions of the
mathematical model, the standard-state con-
ventions as well as the computer progtam used
to perform the calculations are published else-
where (Haas 1974, Haas & Fisher 1976) and
need not be repeated here. Sources of the ther-
modynamic data for the elements and oxides
Mg, Si, Ha Or, MgO, HaO, a.qrJailz and p-
quartz, used as reference phases in the evahia-
tion, are given in Table 2. Thermodynamic
values for reference phases were held constant,
whereas thermodymanic values for brucite,
clinochrysotile, forsterite and talc (Table 3) as
well as the phase-equilibrium data were allowed
to vary during the evaluation.

Experimental phase-equilibrium data were
supplied as values of log K for a reaction at
the pressure and temperature of each limiting
experiment Log K values for reactions (1) and
(2) were calculated at the pressure and tem-
perature corresponding to that end of each
limiting experiment farthest from the equilibrium
curve, in order to account for uncertainty in
the measurement of temperature and pressure.
Calculating log K for each experiment amounted
to determining log l(HuO) at the pressure and
temperature of the experiment, using the tables
of Burnham et al. (1969). This simplification
was possible because it was assumed that the
compositions of the solid phases had remained
unchanged during the course of the experi-
ments. Since the thermochemical correlations
were performed at a total pressure of I atmos-
phere, experimental data collected at variable
total pressures were aU corrected for the effect
of pressure on the volume change of the solid
phases (Eugster & Wones 1962), The corec-
tion amounted to adjusting experiments con-
ducted at different total pressures so that they
"appear" as if they were performed at the
same constant total pressute. Log K values at
I atm were calsulated using the expression
log K = q@ro) log l(HrO, P"*)-AV,(P-f"*)/
2.303 RT, where q(HzO) is the stoichiometric
coefficient for H0 in the reaction, AV" is the
volume change for the solid phases participating

( l )  lu l tg@ et al .  (1973);  (Z) CoDATA Task Grcue (1978):
(3) @DAIA Tas& crcup (1973);  (a) stul l  & prc;hdt f ib i t )  and
Chase et of .  {1974, 1975)i  (5) Ftsh€r e Zon 09it) .

TABT.E 3. THEMA$BtrCAL VAI.UES ALLOIIED TO VARY DIJRII{G I}tE EVALII'ITION

nFr@dymlc
Popert-y

Nt@b€r

0bseryatlons

Enclte

]leot of fo@tlon
Fr @r$r of fo@tlo
Entnpy
RelstlY€ heat cmtont
Ld t€ry. h@t @paclty

Cl lnch|wt l  le

lbat of fo@tlo!
Ld t@p. hoit aprclty
Eotropy

foEterlte

lhrt of fo@tlon
F@ @ru/ of fo@tlon
EntEpy
Relative h@t @nt€nt

Robls ot al. (1978)
Klng et al. (1975)
Roble et al. (1978)
King st al. (1975)
eliuque & Archlbald (1937)

Klng st al. (1967)
nng €t sl. (1967)
nns et a]. (1967)

King et al. (1957)
Kltrg et al. (1967)
Stull & PEphet (1971)
0rr (1953)

1 0
I

t a t c

tbatot foMtlon Boruy (1963)
Irye *rsy of fo@tion Brtct i r-et  r i .  ( t973)
ulrcw Robte & stout (1963)
Lu teq, hsot @pacttJ Roble & stout (l96al

t.I

l 8

I
I
I

t 2
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TABLE 4. COI'IPARISON OF THERI'IOCHSIICAL VALUES FOR BRUCITE, CHRYSOTILE, FORSTERITE AND TALC AT 298K, I BAR

25

B
All thenp. data All thenno. data All themo. data
no reactions C=F+T+HZ0 C=F+T+H20

C+B=F+Hr0

Helgeson et al.
( r e78)

Robie et  a l .
( l 978)

Bruclte-J.(zir,r) 
J nor-]r-t

co(298K,1) J mol-]
cp(298K,1) J mot-1r- l

Chrysoti I e
So(298K,1) J npt- l f- t
Go(298K,1) J nol- l
Cp(298K,1) J rnol- lr- l

Forsterlte
s'tzgaK"ft J rot- l f : l
Go(298K,1)  J  no l - l
Cp(298K,1) J ret- lr- l

t a l c-F(zgar,t) 
J nrot-lr-l

Go(298K,1)  J  mol- '
Cp(298K,1) J not-lr-]

63.14
-83531 9

221.3
-4037020

95.19
-2056704

260.8
-5523633

334.30

63.1 8t0.1 3
-8335061440

77.28

221 .310. 8
-403402413500

273.70

95. I 9r0. 84
-205t 3251'l 345

I  1 7 . 9 0

260.83i0. 63
-553604814350

321,7

63. I 94
-83r'.122

77.406

221.334
-4034212

273.632

95.75
-205128r'.

l  l  0 .603

260.745
-5529925

322.212

63.1 94
-834122

77.406

221.265
-403041 0
273.632

95. 75
-2051 873
1 I 0.603

260.754
-5530S23

322.196

63.194
-834122

77.391

221.271
-403041 9
273.632

95.75
-205t 941
r10.603

260.751
-5530663

322.192

Column A r,as calculated uslng the data ln Tables 2 and 3l colunn B was calculated using the data in
Tables '1,  2,  and 3;  colunn C was calculated using the data ln Tables l ,  2,  3 and i lohannes (1968, Table l ) .

in the reaction, Pop is the pressure at which the
experiments were performed and P is the pres-
sure to which all experinents were corrected
(l atm). Once input, the individual log K
values were evaluated, together with all thermo-
chemical data, using simultaneous multiple-least-
squares regression.

The results of the thermochemical calcula-
tions are summarized in Table 4, where they
are compared with thermochemical values tab-
ulated by Helgeson et al. (1978) and Robie
et ql. (L978). For the sake of comparison,
thermochemical data in Table 4 are cited at a
pressnre of I bar; i.e., the AG values obtained
in this study were recalculated to 1 bar. Results
of three computer runs are compared. Experi-
mental phase-equilibrium data were omitted for
run A. Experimental data for reaction ( 1)
were included for run B, and experimental data
for both reactions (l) and (2) for run C. Note
that the inclusion of phase-equilibrium data in
the evaluation procedure does not significantly
affect the thermodynamic values for the phases
listed in Table 4. Moreover, the calculated ther-
mochemical values are in reasonable agreement
with the thermodynamic values reported by
Robie er al. (1978) and Helgeson et al. (1978).
The only significant discrepancy occurs in the
free energy of talc; the calculated value falls

between the values reported in the two compila-
tions. As a further test of the calculated thermo-
chemical values we may determine whether
they can be used to calculate an equi-
librium curve that passes through the experi-
mental brackets. The results of this test are
shown on a log l(H,O) versus lft diagram
(Fig. 2). Note that the calculated curves for
reactions (l) and (2) pass through all the
experimentally determined brackets obtained
during this study and by Johannes (1968),
respectively,

In summary, the thermochemical correlation
indicates that the experimental results of Johan-
nes (1968) and those reported in this paper are
internally consistent and consistent with the
body of calorimetric data for chrysotile, for-
sterite, talc and brucite as well as for the
reference elements and oxides (Table 2). Both
sets of experimental data should be considered
when compiling an internally consistent set of
thermodynamic parameters for the minerals
brucite, chrysotile, fonterite and talc. It must
be emphasized that the thermochemical values
were generated for the purpose of comparing
the phase-equilibrium data for reactions (1)
and (L) and testing these data for consistency
with the body of calorimetric data for chrysotile,
bmcite. forsterite and talc. The calculated ther-
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Ftc. 2. Log f(HO) versas tll diaeram for ttre
reactions C + B = F + HsO and C - F +
T + HrO. Solid lines through tle brackets were
calculated (Table 4, run C) using the experi-
mental data of Johannes ( 1968 ), the e:qrerimental
data in Table 1 and the thermochemical values
in Tables 2 and 3, End points of each bracket
correspond te the most distant part of the error
bar for each experiment ratler than its mean
temperature.

mochemical values have not been tested against
all other relevant phase-equilibrium data; until
this is done, these values can only be considered
provisional.
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